Offering elegant and gracious living, with all of the amenities of home, the Sun Stream motorhome is truly a motorhome of distinction. From the rich warmth of the natural oak paneling and cabinetry to the luxurious velvet upholstery, shown in Desert Peach decor, the Sun Stream motorhome is the ultimate choice for touring comfort.
Sun Stream motorhomes come in your choice of three elegant decorator colors: Romance Rose, Shadow Blue, and Desert Peach, with exterior graphics artfully coordinated with interior colors. Velvets are Scotchgard® treated to resist soiling.

This plush dinette with padded seating provides an intimate setting for meals, snacks or just quiet conversation. For added convenience, enclosed storage space is provided under the dinette seating and the dinette folds down for extra sleeping space.

Roomy overhead galley cabinets open to reveal generous and convenient storage.

This large hall wardrobe provides plenty of room for full-length garments as well as floor storage for numerous odds and ends.

Raised oak-framed cabinet doors complement the well-equipped Sun Stream galley. There is an abundance of storage including generous pot and pan storage and drawers that operate on a smooth roller guide suspension system. Quality name-brand appliances including a 4-burner range, woven, large double-door refrigerator and optional microwave, offer all of the conveniences for even the most discriminating cook.
Quality inner-spring mattresses offer firm support and gentle relaxation on twin, double or queen-sized beds. Elegant quilted bedspreads and shams are tastefully coordinated with the decor, and adjustable bulletr lights are perfect for late-night reading. Windows on three sides (on most models) add to the airy feel of the bedroom, while lovely coordinated draperies and sheers offer all of the privacy that you'll need.

Two convenient shirt wardrobes (on some models) make maximum use of space, while generous overhead storage provides plenty of snag-free room for sweaters and extra blankets.

Mirrored oak medicine cabinets and an oak lavatory base cabinet with antique brass pulls highlight this elegant split bath. A large window brightens up the bath, and a sit-down tub can be found in most models.
Surround yourself with the very best. Outstanding construction features such as the 1 1/2" steel-cage superstructure reinforce and stabilize the entire coach and provide a firm foundation for the laminated sidewalls, roof and floor. The 1 1/2" steel construction also allows 50% more insulation than most other motorhomes. Sleek, aerodynamic lines complete the package of a superbly engineered and maneuverable road vehicle.

Fine exterior touches such as clean, contemporary graphics and the molded, one-piece fiberglass rear cap with Continental spare tire kit set the Sun Stream motorhome apart from the rest.

You'll love the extra room provided by Sun Stream's large exterior trunks (up to seven on some models). This outside storage compartment is large enough to fit just about anything you might need for your motorhom ing lifestyle.

The new Gulf Stream plant, the single largest, most modern plant in one location in the world, is shown in the right foreground. At this facility, Gulf Stream manufactures a wide variety of recreational vehicles, including Class A motorhomes, mini-motorhomes, travel trailers, fifth wheels and park models. The surrounding manufacturing facilities belong to Gulf Stream's parent company, Fairmont Homes, Inc. The entire complex covers over 200 acres.

Sun Stream
Don't settle for anything less.

Gulf Stream Coach, Inc.

An affiliate of Fairmont Homes, Inc.
P.O. Box 1005, Nappanee, Indiana 46550

For further information, call your local dealer or Gulf Stream Coach, Inc.

219/773-7761
800/552-3308 Indiana
800/348-4401 All other states

Gulf Stream Coach, Inc. reserves the right to make changes in prices, colors, materials, components and specifications and to discontinue models at any time, without notice or obligation. Gulf Stream Coach, Inc. assumes no responsibility for any errors in type or legal reproduction of specifications or illustrations. In this brochure some of the items shown are optional and are available at additional cost.